



Fleeting Substantiality: The Samoan 
Giant in US Popular Discourse
April K Henderson
In the spring of 2002, I was invited to do several guest lectures in a 
friend’s high school classroom at a juvenile justice facility in the San Fran-
cisco Bay Area. My presentations covered very general aspects of Pacific 
Islands history, politics, and culture and concluded with some comments 
on an enduring research specialty of mine, Samoan involvement in hip hop 
music, dance, and visual art. The students—three separate classes of ten 
to fifteen teenagers—were primarily male save for three young women, 
appeared to be mostly African American and Latino with perhaps two 
white males and two Asian males, and were all residents of the facility. 
Most had little or no knowledge of the geography or history of various 
Pacific Islands, yet they expressed strikingly consistent estimations of the 
Pacific Islanders who shared the urban geography of their own Bay Area 
communities. This became apparent after I commenced each presentation 
with a simple introductory exercise.
)RU HDFK FODVV ,ZURWH §3DFLILF ,VODQGV¨ §+DZDL©L¨ §6ëPRD6DPR-
DQV¨DQG§7RQJD7RQJDQV¨RQWKHEODFNERDUGDQGDVNHGVWXGHQWVWRZULWH
their own word associations for these terms on index cards. Admittedly, 
my words were not precisely analogous; as it was, the associations they 
gave for “Pacific Islands” and “Hawai‘i” primarily engaged the Islands as 
sites,ZKLOH WKHLUZRUGDVVRFLDWLRQV IRU§6ëPRD6DPRDQV¨DQG§7RQJD
Tongans” focused on the second portion of those word pairs and engaged 
Samoans and Tongans as peoples. What became clear, perhaps owing to 
my inadvertent oversight in creating the categories, were the remarkable 
differences between how students viewed Islands and how they viewed 
Islanders.
“Hawai‘i,” an island site overwhelmingly framed by touristic represen-
tation, garnered the expected gendered results: “islands with girls with 
trees for skirts”; “girls, bikinis, beach, booty, thongs, water, palm trees”; 
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“wemon [sic]”; “beautiful”; and the predictable “paradise.” The phrase 
“Pacific Islands,” probably less evocative for US adolescents than the alter-
native phrase “South Pacific,” reaped fewer responses. Students primarily 
cited names of island groups (“Hawai‘i”; “Samoa”; “Tonga”; “Phillipens 
[sic]”) or terms similar to those accrued to the word “Hawai‘i”: “girls, 
culture, people, food”; “partying, beaches”; “surfing”; “hot, sunny.” 
There was a consistent tendency to associate the Islands with far-off, ide-
alized places—places of leisure that, for the young men in the classes, was 
inextricably associated with the bountiful presence of “girls” and “wemon 
[sic].” The Islands were heavily feminized in representation, in ways that 
are familiar to scholars of the region who critique the work such repre-
sentations do to both obscure and underpin gendered and geopolitical 
power imbalances: “situated at the top of a racial and cultural hierar-
chy of Pacific Islands natives,” Teresia Teaiwa has argued, the invariably 
Polynesian body of the dusky maiden “is given the privilege of represent-
ing the Pacific as a whole” (Teaiwa 1999, 254). The iconic swaying hula 
girl image renders invisible millions of women from the western Pacific 
who don’t match the idealized Polynesian type, but her exposed flesh and 
come-hither invitations also conceal histories of exploitation and resis-
tance across the Pacific, including those of Polynesia (Jolly 1997, 2007; 
Teaiwa 1994; Tcherkézoff 2003; Trask 1993).
Responses to the other terms in my word association exercise, how-
ever, were rather different from this familiar gendered iconography. For 
§6ëPRD6DPRDQV¨ VWXGHQWV ZURWH §ELJ SHRSOH¨ §%ORRGV &ULSV VDY-
DJHV YLROHQW FUD]\ ELJ¨ §ELJ EXII &U\SWV >sic], 30’s, p.c.g., t.c.g.”; 
§ELJSHRSOH¨DQG§ELJ IDWSHRSOHJDQJV¨)RU§7RQJD7RQJDQV¨§ELJ
people”; “biger [sic] people”; “tough, vilant [sic]”; “large people”; “big 
IDPLOLHV¨§%ORRGV&ULSVELJ¨§&ULSV¨DQG§ELJPXVFOHSHRSOHJDQJV¨
Recurrent in these terms was the linking of Samoans and Tongans to gangs 
both generally and specifically, as the recitation of particular gang sets 
%ORRGV&ULSVt.c.g.) or gang-claimed urban blocks (30’s) attests. Also 
appearing again and again were value-laden references to toughness, vio-
lence, and most common of all physical size.
In the United States, popular narratives about Samoan size, strength, 
and fierceness are certainly not exclusive to the corrections system; they 
cycle through broader avenues of popular discourse and are immedi-
ately familiar to researchers working in and with Samoan communities. 
Anthropological work frequently notes these stereotypes but often avoids 
dwelling on them, in an effort to illuminate complex cultural processes 
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within communities rather than rehash the expectations foisted on them 
by outsiders. Public representations of Samoans and other Pacific Island-
ers in the United States have nevertheless been a source of concern for 
researchers for quite some time, as evidenced by the 1978 call for a study 
RQWKHWRSLFIURPDQWKURSRORJLVW%UDGG6KRUH6SHDNLQJLQ&DOLIRUQLDDW
a roundtable of academics and community members meeting to discuss 
Pacific Islander migrant issues, Shore elaborated that a study should not 
just identify popular representations of Samoans and other Pacific Island-
ers in the United States, but also examine “how they get that image—on 
what basis is it formed? What are the channels through which stereotypes 
are communicated?” (Macpherson and others 1978, 83). 
Some three decades later, these questions are still necessary. Public 
mythology about Samoans is, as the saying goes, the giant in the room—
everybody knows it’s there but it’s so ubiquitous as to go unexamined. 
How are Samoans being imagined in the United States? What types of 
representations are sedimenting in American public discourse to produce 
a popular image of a population that the vast majority of Americans know 
very little about? How are representations gendered in particular ways, 
such that the archetypal Samoan body in US popular discourse is now 
masculine, rather than feminine? How are representations of Samoan men 
similar to representations of black men—the latter so central to discourses 
of race in the United States? In what ways are they different? To under-
stand the discursive terrain that Samoans negotiate in the United States, 
active processes of representation—what I venture to call myth creation—
must be exposed, engaged, and examined. 
This article draws examples from the broader terrain of popular and 
academic discourse to explore the gendered and spatialized dimensions of 
a shift in representation—a marked contrast between how many Ameri-
cans imagine Pacific Islanders to be in the Islands and how they imagine 
them to be in the United States. It offers a particular kind of addition to 
a developing body of literature on Pacific masculinities. It springs from 
over a decade of ethnographically informed work among Samoan men 
and women involved in hip hop culture (Henderson 1999, 2006, 2007), 
but unlike the bulk of that work, actual Samoans are not at the center 
of this essay. Although Samoan voices appear occasionally, the primary 
objective here is to map the discursive terrain—the realm of representa-
tion, of popular myth making—that those actual Samoans navigate in the 
United States. This, in a sense, is the essay that had to be written in order 
to get on with the rest of my work.
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Mythogenesis
In a 1994 publication accompanying a major US art exhibition explor-
LQJUHSUHVHQWDWLRQVRIEODFNPHQFXOWXUDOKLVWRULDQ&O\GH7D\ORUZURWH
“Black men are densely mythogenic, the object of layered fictions pro-
duced by others. Like other mythogenic people—Gypsies, Jews—the leg-
end of the black man outruns and awaits him through the course of his 
journey” (1994, 169). Emphasizing the “costly centrality” of black male 
mythography to American life, Taylor quoted Ralph Ellison to imagine 
“the whole of American life as a drama acted out upon the body of a 
Negro giant, who, lying trussed up like Gulliver, forms the stage and scene 
upon which and in which the action unfolds” (Ellison 1964, 46, quoted 
LQ&7D\ORU1994, 167). The complete absence of Native American land 
and bodies in Ellison’s metaphor begs questions, but Taylor did not ask 
them; the indigenous presence once so central to American imaginaries of 
citizenship and nationhood (Deloria 1999) has been eclipsed by popular 
discourses foregrounding blacks as the preeminent domestic Other. 
I’d like to utilize Taylor’s terminology to ponder the representational 
work occurring in my opening anecdote, where several classrooms of 
students whose own ethnicities are “densely mythogenic” in ways quite 
central to narratives of race and national belonging in the United States 
are actively recounting and constructing myths of another, more recent 
American population. This is mythogenesis in action. If myths about black 
men are the weft of American life, myths about Samoan men are, as yet, 
sparser strands more locally concentrated in the urban neighborhoods of 
western US cities like Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, Salt Lake 
&LW\/DV9HJDV6HDWWOH+RQROXOXDQG$QFKRUDJH¦VWLOOQDVFHQWDW WKH
national level but slowly disseminating through popular media and those 
great vehicles of American male mythogenesis, the National Football 
League and the theatrical sport of professional wrestling. 
&RQWHPSRUDU\ FXOWXUDO VWXGLHVZRUN KDV ORQJ H[DPLQHG WKH SURGXF-
tion and sedimentation of popular mythologies. By mythology, I mean the 
naturalization of presentations of how things are and how things should 
be, such that the histories and machinations of social relations and power 
relationships are obscured, and alternative presentations are foreclosed. 
Roland Barthes’s foundational and oft-cited 1957 book Mythologies is a 
particularly obvious reference point in this conceptual terrain. Describing 
his motivation in writing that text, Barthes observed, “I resented seeing 
Nature and History confused at every turn, and I wanted to track down, 
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in the decorative display of what-goes-without-saying, the ideological 
abuse which, in my view, is hidden there” (1972, 11; italics in original). 
Relevant also is the influential 1978 volume Policing the Crisis, in which 
6WXDUW+DOODQGKLVFROOHDJXHVIURPWKH&HQWUHIRU&RQWHPSRUDU\&XOWXUDO
Studies examined the trajectory of “mugging” in 1970s Britain, explor-
ing how the term was imported from the United States already embedded 
in a “referential context”—enmeshed in social imaginaries of aggressive, 
black, criminal strangers and hapless white victims. The work of such 
imaginaries—the material effects of public belief in mugging as a new, 
dangerous threat to the security of good citizens—was the authorization 
of increasingly repressive police and juridical procedures that exacted ever 
more punitive measures on young black men (Hall and others 1978). If 
we utilize Hall and his coauthors’ terminology to ask, “What is the refer-
ential context for Samoans in the United States?” or Barthes’s phrase to 
ask, “What goes without saying when people talk about Samoans?” the 
distressing answer is at least in part suggested by the anecdote that opened 
this essay.
The critical cultural studies projects of Stuart Hall and his compatriots 
were importantly shaped by Gramscian delineations of ideology, hege-
mony, and common sense (Gramsci 1971, 1985). Antonio Gramsci’s work 
continues to enjoy wide readership; one notable reason is that his contri-
butions to Marxist thought took culture seriously. Gramsci understood 
the terrain of culture—and particularly popular culture and the arts—as a 
contested site where hegemonic forces fight for, coerce, or seduce the con-
VHQWRIWKHPDVVHV&RQWUDU\WRPLVLQWHUSUHWDWLRQVRI*UDPVFLDQKHJHPRQ\
that would understand it as about outright oppression or forceful subjuga-
WLRQ&KDQGUD0XNHUMLDQG0LFKDHO6FKXGVRQH[SODLQHG§*UDPVFLKHOG
that, in fact, oppressed groups accept the definition of the world of elites 
as common sense; their understanding of how the world works, then, 
leads them to collaborate in their own oppression” (1991, 15). By high-
lighting people’s ambivalent investments in popular mythologies about 
themselves, this essay raises the vexed question of such collaboration. The 
very conception of the terrain of culture as contested, however, suggests 
that it can also be a site for resistance and for the shaping of alternative 
ideologies. Indeed, this is the hope that fuels most critical cultural studies 
scholarship.
Of course, no discussion of how mythologies of the Other are pro-
duced—and the work such mythologies enable—would be complete with-
out noting also the profound influence of Edward Said’s  Orientalism 
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(1978). Said’s work has substantially informed critical scholarship on 
public mythologies about Pacific Island places and peoples: Greg Fry’s 
stringent critiques of Australian technocratic renderings of the Pacific—
and the foreign policy fueled by such representations—are but one salient 
example (Fry 2000). It is imperative to remember, however, as Subramani 
has reminded us, that “the important work of dismantling orientalism had 
begun in the [Pacific] region some time before Edward Said put a name to 
it” (Subramani 2001, 150–151), with Albert Wendt, among others, cri-
tiquing the legacy of colonial representation in essays and fiction (Wendt 
1973, 1976).
&ORVHU WR WKHSDUWLFXODUO\ JHQGHUHG VWDNHVRI WKLV HVVD\ 3DFLILF IHPL-
nist theory has long exposed and challenged links between representa-
tions of Pacific women and processes of colonial exploitation of land, 
resources, and people. The works of Teresia Teaiwa and Haunani-Kay 
7UDVN DUH REYLRXV H[DPSOHV ZKLOH VFKRODUV VXFK DV &ODLUH 6ODWWHU DQG
Yvonne Underhill-Sem have interjected feminist questions into the litera-
ture on development, challenging us to see beyond the accepted wisdom 
of the neoliberalizing discourses shaping trade and aid flows in the region 
(Slatter 2006; Underhill-Sem 2003). Such feminist interventions serve as 
important models for deconstructing commonsense notions of how things 
are and how they should be, while keeping the social and political stakes 
of such projects clearly in the frame.
Finally, closer still to the project at hand is the small but growing body 
of relatively recent work on Pacific masculinities. Brendan Hokowhitu’s 
VXVWDLQHGDQDO\VHVRIFRQVWUXFWLRQVRI0ëRULDQGWRDOHVVHUH[WHQWRWKHU
3DFLILFPDVFXOLQLW\ LQ$RWHDURD1HZ=HDODQGDUHDSDUWLFXODUO\VDOLHQW
reference point and will be returned to at various points in this essay 
(Hokowhitu 2003a, 2003b, 2004, 2008). Also especially noteworthy are 
special issues of two journals—both published in 2008 and derived from 
FROORTXLDKRVWHGE\WKH*HQGHU5HODWLRQV&HQWUHDWWKH$XVWUDOLD1DWLRQDO
University’s Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies. In her introduc-
tion to a special issue of The Contemporary Pacific on Oceanic masculini-
ties, Margaret Jolly noted, “Although much has been written about men 
in Oceania, there has been far less theoretical interrogation of diverse and 
changing masculinities” (2008, 3; italics in original). Doing its part to 
address this notable paucity of published research, The Australian Journal 
of Anthropology (TAJA) shortly thereafter published its own special issue 
on changing Pacific masculinities, edited by John P Taylor (2008). Despite 
their both originating from gatherings at the Australian National Uni-
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versity, the two collections differ in geographic and disciplinary predilec-
tions: essays in The Contemporary Pacific (TCP) focused primarily on the 
HDVWHUQ3RO\QHVLDQFRQWH[WVRI+DZDL©L$RWHDURDDQGWKH&RRN,VODQGV
with one central Pacific (Fiji) and one Micronesian (Kwajalein) exception; 
the TAJA special issue, by contrast, foregrounded its intention to focus, 
ZLWKRQH H[FHSWLRQ &RRN ,VODQGV RQ0HODQHVLDQ ORFDWLRQV HVSHFLDOO\
Papua New Guinea—a focus Taylor openly acknowledges as tied to Aus-
tralia’s geopolitical prerogatives. While anthropologically informed, the 
TCP essays collectively befit the interdisciplinary trajectory of the journal, 
with ample lashings of poststructuralist and critical cultural studies schol-
arship evident; the papers chosen for the TAJA issue were more specifically 
intended to pragmatically link discourses of anthropology and develop-
ment in order to “foster a discussion of the regionalism of applied social 
science in Australia” (J Taylor 2008, 125). 
Both special issues represent important contributions to the developing 
literature. Both primarily focus on discourses about Pacific men who are 
in “their” Islands but also raise critiques of the production and circula-
tion of such discourses by metropolitan countries (including, in the case of 
0ëRULLQ$RWHDURDRU.ëQDND0DROLLQ+DZDL©LZKHQWKHLU,VODQGVKDYH
become part of metropolitan countries). Absent from both collections, 
however, is any extended discussion of metropolitan representations of the 
Pacific men who have migrated to the metropole, or are the descendants of 
migrants. Also absent from both special issues—save for a paragraph-long 
anecdote in Jolly’s introduction—is any discussion of Samoan masculini-
ties or the discursive terrains that inform them. 
Furthering our understanding of Pacific articulations of masculinity in 
VLWHV VSHFLILFDOO\¦DQG FRQWHVWHGO\¦FRQVWLWXWHG DV §$PHULFDQ¨9LFHQWH
Diaz (2002DQG7\.ëZLND7HQJDQ2008) have unpacked the confluence 
of American-hegemonic, indigenous, and “local” masculinities in Guam 
and Hawai‘i, respectively. Importantly, Diaz and Tengan have engaged, 
with critical sensitivity, the investments of Pacific men themselves in their 
articulations of masculinity. For those associated with Guam’s Tamuning 
Eagle football team, this might mean “knowing what it means to be a 
winner at the colonizer’s own game,” (Diaz 2002, 194), while for the men 
of Hawai‘i’s Hale Mua, it is precisely about the development and deploy-
ment—the “re-membering”—of an indigenous masculinity understood as 
oppositional to US hegemony (Tengan 2008). Diaz and Tengan have both 
historicized such articulations within matrices of power relations, con-
textualizing men’s desires for consequentiality and a sense of efficacy in 
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colonial contexts. As we shall see, elements of such contexts—especially 
the naturalization of Pacific men as football players and warriors—are rel-
evant to a discussion of representations of Samoans in the United States. 
There are, however, particularities to Samoan mythogenesis—a consis-
tency and coherence to popular narratives about Samoans in the United 
States—that require unpacking.
5HWXUQLQJ WR &O\GH 7D\ORUªV QHRORJLVPmythogenic: where Taylor’s 
work differs from the critical genealogy of mythography I’ve thus out-
lined is in his intriguing adoption of the suffix -genic. With its etymologi-
cal roots in the Greek -γενη′ς, by way of the French -gène, the suffix has 
a slippery triple connotation, meaning both “producing, generating” and 
“produced by, generated by,” as well as “well suited for reproduction or 
dissemination in a particular medium.”1 Taylor clearly intends at least 
the first two senses of the suffix: not only are black men the object of 
others’ “layered fictions,” but they also, “as if in self-defense,” are “pro-
lific generators of self-descriptive legends” (1994, 169). Often, as with 
WKHVHQVDWLRQDOL]HGJDQJVWDSLPSWKXJQDUUDWLYHVHPHUJLQJIURPWKHIDQ-
tasy world of US commercial rap music, lines are blurred between societal 
myths produced about black men and those produced by them (H Gray 
1995; Mercer and Julien 1988). 
The third meaning of -genic is trickier, however, and more worrying: 
it implies that there are inherent qualities of black men, and by exten-
sion Samoans and any other “mythogenic” population, that make them 
naturally more suited to the production and dissemination of myths about 
them. The problem with this third definition is that it suggests the very 
normalization of meaning that the critical scholars named above seek to 
expose in their work: it is impossible to write about what might make 
Samoans inherently different from other populations—the qualities they 
might possess that make them “more suitable” for myth creation—with-
out already investing that difference with meaning. 
It is with this in mind that this essay engages the first two senses of 
mythogenic, while the third connation is purposefully avoided. Rather 
than attempt to pin down a real referent for social constructions of a 
“giant” Samoan body by surveying the vast body of scientific literature on 
Samoan body mass indices (itself indicative of a particular, peculiar fas-
cination),2 I attempt instead to illuminate how narratives of absolute dif-
ference are being constructed and circulated and the power relationships 
that are consequently enabled and foreclosed. Whether or not Samoans 
are physically larger, on average, than other populations is not the issue; 
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what matter are the societal effects, the subtly insidious differentials of 
powers, maintained by people thinking that they are, and then investing 
that difference with meaning. 
Fleeting Substantiality: The Samoan Giant  
in US Popular Discourse
There exists a substantial body of work across the fields of postcolonial 
studies, cultural studies, critical race theory, and psychoanalysis that 
explores and critiques socially produced conceptions of human difference 
based on physical attributes such as skin color, hair texture, athleticism, or 
presumed genital size or sexual ability. In popular discourse, a persistent 
focus on the physicality of Samoan and other Pacific Islander male bodies 
as objects generating a powerful range of emotions—awe, fear, respect, 
desire—corresponds in some ways with long-standing fascinations with 
black male bodies. Not surprisingly, US critical race theory has selectively 
been taken up by scholars in Pacific contexts. For example, the poststruc-
turalist work of Brendan Hokowhitu, referenced earlier, draws from US 
literature on the discursive construction of the black male sporting body 
WR FULWLTXH UHSUHVHQWDWLRQV RI 0ëRUL PDVFXOLQLW\ LQ WKH 1HZ =HDODQG
context.
In the US context, however, there seem to be crucial differences in histo-
ries of black and Samoan representation that caution against recognizing 
similarity at the expense of particularity. Sexual mythology, for example, 
does not play so central a role in Samoan male mythogenesis as it does 
in black male mythogenesis, where fixation on the phallus is paramount 
(Baldwin 1964; H Gray 1995&7D\ORU1994). When surveying popular 
representations of Samoan men in the United States, it becomes apparent 
that it is another physical marker, body mass, that underpins many narra-
tives about Samoan ethnic distinctiveness and informs a narrow range of 
archetypes of Samoan masculinity: the Football Player, the Wrestler, the 
Bouncer or Bodyguard, and the Gangsta. Thus, the Samoan male body’s 
ability to generate fascination, awe, and a sense of threat has to do with 
the size of the body parts that are seen, rather than the presumed size of 
a body part that isn’t. Given the absolute centrality of physical size to the 
stories told about Samoans in the United States, Ellison’s metaphor of 
Gulliver as a racialized giant seems doubly appropriate. How has a giant 
Samoan body been pinned into place, immobilized, and fixed in American 
imaginations—the stage and scene for new American stories?
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Sports
A brief survey of the US mediascape (Appadurai 1996)—particularly print 
and television news, popular literature, and film—is useful for illuminat-
ing the centrality of body mass to public perceptions of Samoan people in 
the United States. References to overall size and physicality are particu-
larly rife in the world of sports, where Samoan men are disproportionately 
represented on university and professional football teams. In addition to 
physical size, Samoans’ “natural” suitability for aggressive contact sports 
is also often given the gloss of a cultural explanation. Take for example 
WKLVH[FHUSW IURPDVWRU\RQIRRWEDOO LQ$PHULFDQ6ëPRDSXEOLVKHGRQ
the website of major cable sports network espn: “Samoans once were 
known as fierce warriors who practiced cannibalism. Now they take their 
aggressions out on the football field, and they do so with uncanny power 
and skill due to a potent brew of genetics and culture. Their bodies are 
naturally big-boned; traditional dances make them nimble; and a disci-
plined upbringing emphasizes the group over the individual, wiring them 
for team sports” (Miller 2002). Descriptions such as these are typically 
delivered with a sense of valorizing praise for a people who are, as one of 
the players quoted in this article puts it, “born to play” football. These 
comments are also, as in this example, oft-maintained by Samoan men 
themselves, who rightly feel pride and accomplishment in their sporting 
aptitude or that of their peers and relish the praise it brings. These are the 
seemingly benign—some would even say “positive”—representations of a 
Samoan physicality that has been disciplined and channeled into produc-
tive service: the formerly savage giant’s warrior strength harnessed for the 
good of the team and the benefit of society.3
In professional wrestling, where they are also disproportionately rep-
resented, Samoan performers have often played on stereotypes of Pacific 
Islanders, creating larger-than-life personas of both noble chiefs and crazed 
wildmen. For many Americans, the first salient visual representations of 
Samoans they would have encountered in popular culture were wrestlers 
OLNH §+LJK &KLHI¨ 3HWHU0DLYLD LQ WKH 1970s, the Wild Samoans (Afa 
and Sika Anoa‘i) in the 1980s, and the burgeoning younger generation 
who have since followed them into the ring. As “sports entertainment,” 
professional wrestling relies on well-worn tropes of both valorous and 
 dangerously destructive masculinity, presented according to scripted story 
lines where over-the-top characters (often ethnic, regional, or subcultural 
caricatures) do battle both inside and outside the ring (Sammond 2005). 
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Academic analyses consistently indicate that professional wrestling pro-
motes “themes of violence, strength through muscularity, toughness, emo-
tional restraint, and athleticism”—all traits associated with “hegemonic 
masculinity” in the United States (Soulliere 2006 SDUDSKUDVLQJ&KHUU\
2002). Today, the soap-operatic “sport” that Barthes once famously called 
a “spectacle of excess” (1972, 15) has become more spectacular, more 
excessive. While representations of Samoans have been no more extreme 
in this surreal world than those of other racial or ethnic groups, these rep-
resentations are notable because, unlike whites, blacks, or Latinos, audi-
ences may have few points of reference for Samoans outside of the ring. 
Thus, for the sport’s 40 to 50 million weekly viewers, the body-slamming, 
pile-driving, fearsome giants of World Wrestling Entertainment may rep-
resent the extent of what is known about Samoan populations as a whole. 
Literature
An emerging mythography about Samoans in the United States is particu-
larly apparent in popular literature and film. A relatively early example is 
celebrated literary figure and “New Journalism” proponent Tom Wolfe’s 
§0DX0DXLQJWKH)ODN&DWFKHUV¨DGHHSO\F\QLFDOHVVD\RQHWKQLFUDG-
icalism and public assistance bureaucracies in the late-1960s Bay Area 
(1999). The essay initially appeared as part of a book in 1970 but circu-
lated more widely via its reprinting in Cosmopolitan in April 1971—a 
period in which the serial publication was transitioning from its former 
literary focus to its current incarnation as a populist women’s magazine. 
The text offers extended passages describing Samoans. These are particu-
ODUO\ LOOXPLQDWLQJ EHFDXVH WKH\ IHDWXUH DORQJVLGH GHVFULSWLRQV RI&KLFD-
QRV)LOLSLQRV&KLQHVHDQGHVSHFLDOO\EODFNV:ROIHGHWDLOHGWKHGLIIHULQJ
capacities of these various ethnic groups to intimidate and provoke fear 
in the white male functionaries of the public service bureaucracy. Black 
men, for all the reasons explored in the volumes of literature on race in 
America, are infinitely intimidating, regardless of whether they appear as 
EHUHWHGPLOLWDQWVRUIHGRUDªGSLPSV&KLFDQRVDQG$VLDQVE\FRQWUDVWDUH
frightening to whites as an abstract idea (encroaching hordes), but not so 
much on an individual level in person—unless, as Wolfe recounted, they 
adopt the styles and idioms of blacks. As for Samoans, Wolfe called them 
“the original unknown terrors.” “In fact,” he added, “they were unknown 
terrors and a half,” capable of inspiring fear even without having to play 
black. “Why so few people in San Francisco know about the Samoans is a 
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mystery,” Wolfe effused. “All you have to do is see a couple of those Poly-
nesian studs walking through the Mission, minding their own business, 
and you won’t forget it soon” (1999, 91). 
While Wolfe used the heavily loaded term “stud,” nothing else in his 
literary depictions of Samoan men attributes to them the same expectation 
of hypersexuality linked to the black men he described. The preeminent 
focus is body mass, as is patently clear in the remainder of this passage: 
“Have you ever by chance seen professional football players in person, 
like on the street? The thing you notice is not just that they’re big but that 
they are so big, it’s weird. . . . You get the feeling that football players 
come from a whole other species of human being, they’re so big. Well, that 
gives you some idea of the Samoans, because they’re bigger. The average 
6DPRDQPDNHV%XEED6PLWKRIWKH&ROWVORRNOLNHDVKULPS7KH\VWDUW
out at about 300 pounds and from there they just get wider. They are big 
huge giants” (Wolfe 1999, 91–92; italics in original).
Several pages on from this initial description, Wolfe recounted a con-
frontation between a bureaucrat and a multiethnic group of community 
men. The bureaucrat sizes up each of the different ethnic groups in turn: 
§7KHEODFNVDQGWKH&KLFDQRVKHKDVQRGRXEWVHHQEHIRUHRUSHRSOHMXVW
like them, but then he takes in the Filipinos . . . they look bad. Then the 
man takes in the Samoans, and they look worse. There’s about ten of them 
but they fill up half the room.” Wolfe described these Samoan men in vivid 
physical detail, from the “long curly strands” of their hair down to their 
“huge feet” and the straps on their sandals that “look like they were made 
from the reins of the Budweiser draft horses.” In addition to the “sheer 
physical size of the brutes,” what also really intimidates the bureaucrat is 
the intricately carved “tiki canes”—“like Polynesian scepters” and “the 
size of sawed-off pool cues”—that the Samoans carry (Wolfe 1999, 97; 
italics in original).
Presumably a description of the Samoan orator’s staff, or to‘oto‘o, 
Wolfe’s focus on this additional detail is noteworthy. In the narration of 
the bureaucrat’s anxiety, the staffs contribute an additional element of 
exotica, adding a further fear of the unknown (what are they for? what 
will the men do with them?) to the man’s existing trepidation about the 
Samoans’ physical size.4 As with the stories endlessly cycling in the world 
of sport, it is both the dominant narrative of size and this additional narra-
tive of exoticness—this hint of culture that is somehow outside or anterior 
to Western modernity—that distinguish Samoan mythogenicity, in Wolfe’s 
writing, from that of blacks and other ethnicities. 
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Film
While Wolfe’s work is widely read, literary representations do not circulate 
nearly as broadly as popular film. The hugely successful Pulp Fiction—
nominated for seven Academy Awards and Time Magazine’s “movie of the 
year” for 1994—also makes passing reference to Samoan size. In an early 
VFHQHLQWURGXFLQJWKHFKDUDFWHUV9LQFHQWDQG-XOHVWKH§ORZUHQWKLWPHQ¨
played by John Travolta and Samuel L Jackson), the two engage in a run-
ning banter regarding their badman employer, Marsellus Wallace, en route 
to paying a lethal visit to some of Wallace’s debtors. We learn that Wallace 
is rumored to have had another man, Antwan Rockamora, thrown from a 
balcony simply for having massaged the feet of Wallace’s new bride. “You 
remember Antwan Rockamora? Half-black, half-Samoan, usta call him 
©7RQ\5RFN\+RUURUª"¨ -XOHV DVNV9LQFHQW §<HDKPD\EH )DW ULJKW"¨
comes the reply, to which Jules responds, “I wouldn’t go so far as to call 
the brother fat. I mean, he’s got a weight problem. What’s the nigger 
gonna do, he’s Samoan” (Tarantino 1994, 18).
This scene is presumably in the movie to establish Wallace as a man to 
be feared, to build audience expectation about what might transpire when 
9LQFHQWKDVWRFKDSHURQH:DOODFHªVZLIHLQDODWHUVFHQHDQGWRIXUWKHUVHW
WKHWRQHRIDEVXUGLW\ZULWHUGLUHFWRU4XHQWLQ7DUDQWLQRFKDUDFWHULVWLFDOO\
crafts in his interplay of extreme violence, mundanity, and inanity. This 
passing reference to another (unseen) character’s half-Samoan ethnicity 
is no more necessary to the film than the various other Pacific Islands 
references dotted throughout the script: the person Jules will shortly 
kill happens to be eating a “Big Kahuna burger” from “that Hawaiian 
burger joint”; after conning Wallace out of some money, the aging prize-
fighter Butch (Bruce Willis) and his girlfriend suggest retiring to Bora 
Bora or Tahiti. Such references are really more about texture rather than 
substance, potentially unremarkable verbal pit stops in what one critic 
calls Tarantino’s “guided tour of an infernal theme park decorated with 
cultural detritus” (O’Brien 1994, 90). The movie’s aesthetic, as the title 
Pulp Fiction implies, is about a debased, lurid tackiness, and in this con-
text these invocations of Pacific places and people—much like Hunter S 
Thompson’s “Samoan” Dr Gonzo and ever-present aloha shirts5—have 
DOOWKHFXOWXUDOLPSRUWRID/DV9HJDVWLNLEDU
While fleeting and seemingly inconsequential, the reference to “Tony 
Rocky Horror” is nevertheless significant in its affirmation of a common-
sense perception of Samoans. It is as if the fact of Samoan ancestry equates 
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to a sort of biological fait accompli where bigness is the only imaginable 
result; nothing more need be said. The implication is that morphological 
deviance is hardwired in a Samoan’s genetic makeup. 
A further example, straddling the worlds of both popular literature 
and film, is novelist Elmore Leonard’s mixed Samoan–African American 
character Elliot in Be Cool (1999), played by Samoan–African Ameri-
can professional wrestler-turned-actor Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson in 
an  otherwise totally forgettable screen adaptation. Although scripted as 
gay—a fact that might alter the reader’s assessment of Elliot’s masculin-
ity—the character is still marked in the text by his size and propensity for 
violence. Leonard’s novel says that, after a stint in a correctional facility, 
Elliot “was a roadie for different bands, a bouncer, then a roadie for the 
Boo-Yaa T.r.i.b.e., the famous Samoan rappers. . . . When Raji asked him 
what he could do Elliot said, ‘I can throw a man through a hotel window 
ten floors up. I can break a man’s arm, I can cut him good. What you want 
done?’” (Leonard 1999, 175). 
This passing invocation of real public figures, the Boo-Yaa t.r.i.b.e., in 
an otherwise fictional narrative notably links the character of Elliot to the 
preexisting public mythos surrounding the well-known Samoan rap group. 
Another film, The Italian Job—the 2003 remake of the 1969 Michael 
&DLQHWKULOOHU¦DFWXDOO\FDVWVWZRPHPEHUVRIWKH%RR<DDt.r.i.b.e. The 
character Skinny Pete—the imposing figure on whose underworld con-
nections the main characters rely when planning their heist—is played by 
the youngest member of the group (currently composed of five brothers 
and a cousin), and is credited only by his nom de guerre, Gawtti. Though 
uncredited, Gawtti’s real-life brother and original Boo-Yaa member Don-
ald “Kobra” Devoux also appears briefly in the movie as Skinny Pete’s 
bodyguard. 
While the role of Skinny Pete is a small one in terms of actual screen 
time and billing, this insubstantiality in The Italian Job’s narrative is curi-
ously balanced by the substantiality of the ironically named character him-
self, both as he is physically embodied by the towering, 400-plus-pound 
Gawtti and as he is deferentially treated by the main characters. Given 
director F Gary Gray’s decision to cast white rapper-turned-actor Mark 
:DKOEHUJDQGEODFNUDSSHUDQGDFWRU0RV'HIDV&KDUOLHDQG/HIW(DU
two of the lead roles, a dense interplay of meaning is created when the 
pair meet Samoan rapper-and-actor Gawtti’s Skinny Pete. “Don’t stare,” 
ZDUQV&KDUOLH MXVW SULRU WR WKHPHHWLQJ §+HGRHVQªW OLNHZKHQSHRSOH
stare at him.” Left Ear, who has never seen Skinny Pete, is baffled—“Stare 
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at what?” Despite the warning, Left Ear subsequently gapes in slack-jawed 
awe. “What’s wrong?” Pete twice asks, with increasingly forceful menace, 
as Left Ear stares, stutters, and then studiously tries not to stare. The situ-
ation is barely navigated to a successful conclusion by the quick-thinking 
&KDUOLHZKRSDFLILHVWKHSRWHQWLDOO\YLROHQWJLDQWE\UHGLUHFWLQJWKHFRQ-
versation back to their black-market business transaction.
Reading The Italian Job for the additional layers it may add to Samoan 
male mythography, I am struck first by that fact that, of all the members 
of the Boo-Yaa t.r.i.b.e., the tallest and heaviest was cast as Skinny Pete. 
Once again, the viewing audience sees only brief images of a physically 
massive man whose size becomes foregrounded as a potent source of ten-
sion and suggested threat. Second, I ponder a troubling conundrum, in 
which it is precisely what makes Skinny Pete consequential in the tempo-
rally finite moment of the scene described above—his substantial size and 
the fear it inspires—that renders the actor who portrays him forever sub-
sidiary to the main cast. Physical size is what makes the giant meaningful, 
but it also defines the limits of his meaning; he is allowed no other role.
A final film, Gridiron Gang, congeals virtually all of these emerging 
tropes of Samoan masculinity into one feel-good cinematic stew. A dra-
matization of an award-winning documentary, the movie chronicles the 
tumultuous debut season of an actual high school football team from 
D &DOLIRUQLD MXYHQLOH FRUUHFWLRQDO IDFLOLW\ 6WDUULQJ 'ZD\QH -RKQVRQ DV
inspirational corrections officer and coach Sean Porter, the movie follows 
a group of young juvenile detainees who, as the Porter character relates, 
have trouble “responding to authority, being a member of a team, and 
accepting criticism.” One of the youths, Junior Palaita, is Samoan both 
in real life and as portrayed in the movie by Samoan actor Setu Taase. 
Lead actor Johnson is of course also part Samoan, but he does not por-
tray a Samoan in the movie. Possibly by virtue of his mixed-race ambigu-
ity, as well as his preexisting professional wrestling popularity as “the 
people’s champion,” Johnson is one of the few non-white actors in Hol-
lywood who has managed to transcend ethnic-specific typecasting. In real 
OLIH&RDFK3RUWHULVZKLWH,QWKHPRYLHWKHFKDUDFWHUªVUDFLDOLGHQWLW\LV
never directly referenced, but Johnson’s obviously brown skin is implicitly 
explained when we see him visiting his black mother in the hospital. 
The appearance of two Samoan actors in the movie—one cast as a 
Samoan, one not—makes for an intriguing contrast. While Dwayne John-
son is about the same size as the real Sean Porter (if substantially leaner, 
as befits a Hollywood action star), the viewer can’t help noticing that the 
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real life Junior Palaita—seen in excerpts from the original documentary 
that screen during the end credit sequence—appears considerably smaller 
than the actor cast to play him. Whether or not this was a calculated cast-
ing decision (and one does wonder whether a small Samoan man will ever 
be cast as a “Samoan man” in Hollywood),6 the end result is that the only 
character explicitly marked as Samoan in the movie is also the tallest and 
possibly the heaviest. There is one black character who is notably obese, 
but given the wide range of black male phenotypes presented onscreen, 
he in no way comes to represent black bodies in the way that the Junior 
character represents Samoans. In the film, Junior’s substantial size height-
ens the sense of narrative tension, and ultimate feel-good resolution, as he 
progresses from destructive, rampaging giant—so potentially disruptive 
that he is not, at first, allowed on the team—to the disciplined, productive, 
sacrificial giant whose big, injured body enables a crucial play at a critical 
moment.
Savage Discourse
In these examples, the sense of threat attributed to Samoan characters 
does not contain the sexual dimensions typically associated with represen-
tations of black men. James Baldwin once famously asserted that “to be 
an American Negro male is also to be a kind of walking phallic symbol: 
which means that one pays, in one’s own personality, for the sexual inse-
curity of others” (1964, 178). By contrast, in the films discussed above, 
other characters’ awe and trepidation owe to a fear of someone bigger, 
stronger, and capable of doing them physical harm. Pulp Fiction’s Antwan 
Rockamora—whose intimate contact with another man’s wife causes con-
cern—is the one possible exception, but recall that that character is also 
half-black and therefore doubly mythogenic.
There are additional factors contributing to Samoan mythogenesis—
also indicated in many of these examples—that distinguish it, as a process, 
from the generation of myths about African Americans. Although Samo-
ans may inherit some of the baggage of other racialized populations in the 
United States, particularly blacks and Mexicans, Samoans also carry their 
own heavy representational baggage from the Islands. Returning to the 
Bay Area anecdote with which I opened, recall the intensely curious con-
trast between students’ imaginings of Pacific Islands and Pacific Island-
ers. Such a starkly interesting juxtaposition of utopian Island locales and 
dystopian Islander locals in urban American neighborhoods is common 
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enough to have received comment elsewhere. Summing up these intrigu-
ingly dichotomous representations of Samoans in the northwestern United 
States, Barbara Burns McGrath noted, “The impression of many is based 
on popular media reports, which produce a picture of aggressive, physi-
cally large males who make great football players but fearsome gang mem-
bers. This exotic image overshadows the rest of the population, completely 
dismissing women, elders, and children. Being misrepresented in western-
created images is nothing new for Polynesians. It is interesting, however, 
that the earlier representations predominantly featured Polynesian women 
as sensual and free-spirited, but once they leave the islands the image shifts 
to menacing young men” (2002, 324–325). While not named outright, 
the enormous influence of Margaret Mead’s ethnographic work earlier 
in the twentieth century is implicit in McGrath’s comment. And here is 
the additional baggage Samoans carry: newly condensing representations 
of masculine aggression and physical menace are curiously provided an 
additional weight because they are routinely counterposed to the earlier 
depictions of femininity parlayed by Mead, which are in turn informed by 
a longer history of gendered representations of primarily eastern Polyne-
sian women (Tcherkézoff 2004).
The feminized, Island-rooted vision of easygoing sensuality associated 
with Mead’s Coming of Age in Samoa (1928) provides such an acute con-
trast to visions of hyperaggressive urban American gangstas that scholars 
whose work is not particularly associated with the Pacific nevertheless 
employ its narrative effect. In the introduction to their 1996 edited col-
lection Displacement, Diaspora, and Geographies of Identity, anthro-
SRORJLVWV6PDGDU/DYLHDQG7HG6ZHGHQEXUJLQYRNHGWKH0HDGPHQDFH
dichotomy for no smaller purpose than illustrating the conceptual crisis 
of anthropology. The book’s introduction delineates the breakdown of a 
previous anthropological paradigm that divided the world into a modern 
Here (the West) and a presumably timeless Out There (Non-West). “The 
notion of culture . . . that immutably ties a culture to a fixed terrain, has 
become increasingly problematic,” wrote Lavie and Swedenburg. “The 
‘savage’ is no longer out ‘there’ but has invaded the ‘home’ Here and has 
fissured it in the process.” The chapter’s first concrete example of these 
processes is immediately thereafter provided in a parenthetical rumina-
tion: “(What would Margaret Mead have made of Samoan gangs in Los 
Angeles, or of the L.A.-Samoan gangsta rap group the Boo-Yah Tribe [sic], 
named after the Samoan term ‘boo-yah!,’ for a shotgun blast in a drive-by 
shooting?)” (Lavie and Swedenburg 1996, 2).7 
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Displacement, Diaspora, and Geographies of Identity is an important 
collection of anthropological essays examining the terrain of what the edi-
tors, building on the postcolonial studies work of Homi Bhabha (1990) 
and Trinh T Minh-ha (1991, 155–236), called the “third time-space.” 
Lavie and Swedenburg called for ethnographic and theoretical examina-
tion of “the guerrilla warfare of the interstices, where minorities rupture 
categories of race, gender, sexuality, class, nation, and empire in the center 
as well as on the margins” (1996, 13). That Samoans, and specifically the 
Samoan American rap group the Boo-Yaa t.r.i.b.e., appear in such a way 
in the introduction of the volume is possibly incidental, but perhaps it 
bespeaks a certain centrality of Samoans to anthropological imaginations 
in the United States. Thanks to the work of the young Margaret Mead, 
6ëPRDORRPVIDUODUJHULQDQHWKQRJUDSKLFLPDJLQDU\WKDQHLWKHULWVPRG-
est geography or demography would suggest. What better ethnic group, 
then, to stand in for Everynative, the onetime anthropological subject 
come to trouble an easy distinction between Here and There? And what 
better image to convey that sense of rupture than the juxtaposition of the 
playfully sensuous adolescent girls, inferred by the reference to Margaret 
Mead, and the gun-wielding gangsta rappers of the Boo-Yaa t.r.i.b.e.?
While Lavie’s and Swedenburg’s loaded invocation of the Boo-Yaa 
t.r.i.b.e. certainly seems to disrupt anthropological myths about Samo-
ans formed earlier in the twentieth century, it is, in fact, in keeping with 
newer American myths coalescing now. But are these myths really as new 
as they seem? Popular representations of Samoan men in the United States 
draw from a contextually specific constellation of factors in urban Ameri-
can cities, but there are also familiar echoes of an older representational 
economy at work that dates much farther back than Mead. This is the 
other way that Samoan mythogenesis significantly departs from black 
or African American mythogenesis: it draws also on a rather different, 
centuries-long trajectory of Western imagining of Pacific Islanders as “sav-
ages.” This is not to say that the term “savage” has not also been heaped 
on African Americans—of course it has, but not in precisely the same 
way. Recall, for example, Tom Wolfe’s simultaneously derisive and fear-
ful invocation of Samoan “tiki canes”: while Samoans sometimes inherit 
racial US mythography originally crafted for peoples of African ancestry, 
it is their presumed connection to an indigenous culture that is understood 
as anterior or outside the West that casts them as “primitive” in a manner 
different from American blacks, whose culture—as Paul Gilroy (1993) 
and others have noted—is precisely a product of modernity. This is the 
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important distinction Teresia Teaiwa illustrated when she discussed how 
“the Native”—often the subject of Pacific Studies—has historically been 
constituted differently than the black subjects of influential cultural stud-
ies scholars like Gilroy and Stuart Hall. While Gilroy’s work intervenes 
in the discourse of racism that “locates a Black Briton—especially as a 
worker or labourer—in a racial or functional hierarchy within modern 
society,” Pacific studies is more often forced to wrestle with a related exot-
icism that, by contrast, “figures an African tribal chief—the Native—as 
somehow outside of or external to the present, a bizarre historical sur-
vival, a discrepancy in modernity’s cultural accounting system” (Teaiwa 
2005, 16). In the United States, Samoans remain squarely within the pur-
view of anthropology, the discipline created, however problematically, to 
know the Native, the Other, “out there.” By contrast, blacks in the United 
States—as opposed to the Nuer, or the !Kung in Africa—remain squarely 
within the purview of sociology. They are the Other within—not the Other 
newly arrived here, but the Other that America in fact created.
9DFLOODWLQJLPDJHVRIVDYDJHU\KDYHPDUNHGSRSXODUUHSUHVHQWDWLRQVRI
Pacific Islands and Pacific Islanders since the explorations and conquests 
of the French, British, and Americans in the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries. Pacific historian Kerry Howe noted the discursive mobility of 
“the savage” in Pacific historiography, where Island peoples are variously 
understood as noble and in need of protection, or ignoble and in need 
of redemption, containment, and control (Howe 1977). This slippery 
mobility of “savage discourse” is a point persuasively echoed by Brendan 
+RNRZKLWX LQ KLVZRUN RQ FRQVWUXFWLRQV RI0ëRUL DQG 3DFLILFPDVFX-
linity: “Representing the racialised body as unchanging and immutable 
is a tactical discourse that constructs the Other as forever tied to their 
primitive biological roots, yet sardonically, representations of the Other, 
because they are tactics of power, necessitate fluidity to enable representa-
tions to vary with the changing context. Like the chameleon, the images of 
the coloured body mutate to reflect the changing landscape” (Hokowhitu 
2003b, 26). Whether classed as “good” (entertaining, useful) or “bad” 
(menacing, problem-causing) savages, the core of the representational 
OH[LFRQ UHPDLQV URRWHG LQ D &DUWHVLDQ GXDOLVP FOHDUO\ HTXDWLQJ 3DFLILF
peoples with primitive physicality rather than modern rationality. 
When viewed from the critical lenses of Howe and Hokowhitu, the 
manner in which Lavie and Swedenburg contrast Mead’s pleasantly benign 
native subjects with the performative violence of the Boo-Yaa t.r.i.b.e. 
seems to echo a much longer flip-flopping pattern of depicting Pacific 
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peoples as purveyors of both physical pleasure and physical threat. So it 
is not so much a rupture, or contradiction, as it is two sides of the same 
coin. What has shifted is that the older discourses of savagery dating to 
the period of European exploration, missionization, and settlement of the 
Pacific—and even the sharply contrasting “diptych” of Samoan culture 
SUHVHQWHG LQ WKHPRUH UHFHQW0HDG)UHHPDQ GHEDWHV &OLIIRUG1986)—
wrestled over the representation of Islanders in the Islands, whereas this 
new articulation contrasts the noble savage in the Islands with the ignoble 
savage coming of age in urban America.
Articulation, Ambivalence, and the Stakes  
of Samoan Mythogenesis
Lavie and Swedenburg’s brief parenthetical reference to the Boo-Yaa 
t.r.i.b.e., like Pulp Fiction’s throwaway comment about the inevitability 
of Samoan body size or the fleeting appearances of Skinny Pete in The 
Italian Job, is significant precisely for its seeming inconsequentiality. It 
matters that readers and viewers get these fleeting references, and only 
these; Samoan bodies—invariably male, invariably big—form an exotic 
tropical punch line or exclamation point in a text that’s really about some-
thing else. I am sympathetic to Lavie and Swedenburg’s larger project of 
attempting to theorize a third time-space, in the border zone between an 
outmoded formulation of “identity-as-essence” and a newer but poten-
tially problematic theory of “identity-as-conjuncture.” If the dangers of 
the former are obvious, the latter, they caution, risks overemphasizing the 
playful malleability of identity while downplaying the politicized contexts 
that structure this “play.” 
The questions raised by Lavie and Swedenburg are central to my own 
understanding of the benefits, and limits, of articulation theory, as devel-
oped by Stuart Hall (Grossberg 1996; Hall 1986a, 1986b) and James 
&OLIIRUG 2001). Articulation theory is a type of identity-as-conjuncture 
theory, but one that, ideally, pays close attention to the politicized ter-
UDLQRQZKLFK VRPH MXQFWXUHV DUHSRVVLEOH DQGRWKHUV DUHQRW&OLIIRUG
asserted, in language quite commensurable with Lavie and Swedenburg’s: 
“We need to discover a jagged path between the seductions of a prema-
ture, postmodern pluralism and the dangerous comforts offered by exclu-
sivist self–other definitions” (2001, 470). Hall’s metaphor of the articu-
ODWHGORUU\&OLIIRUG2001), coupling and uncoupling parts as necessary, is 
a handy model for envisioning processes of identity formation that seem 
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to resemble what Lavie and Swedenburg called the “‘differential’ mode 
of resistance that situationally opts for the most effective strategy of the 
moment” (1996, 17). Yet (and I think this is Lavie and Swedenburg’s 
point, too), societal structures of dominance set limits to all this hooking 
and unhooking; in the US context, pervasive representations of Samoan 
male physicality structure expectations of Samoan men both within and 
without Samoan communities, curtailing alternate models of identity that 
could just as plausibly be justified. 
What are the stakes, the real world effects, of Samoan mythogenesis? 
One vivid example is the way that expectations about Samoans—what 
they are like, what they are capable of—structure Samoan experiences 
with public-sector institutions such as education and law enforcement. 
Research in Hawai‘i suggests that popular perceptions of Samoan and 
other Polynesian high school students as “big, tough, and violent” results 
in young men being tracked into sports, with athletic achievement being 
WKHLURQO\H[SHFWHGSDWKZD\WRVXFFHVV&KHVQH\/LQG.RRDQG0D\HGD
1998). Samoan communities, both in the continental United States and 
Hawai‘i, have also long maintained that they are victims of police preju-
dice. Disproportionately high rates of Pacific Islander arrest and deten-
tion (Stewart 2005) and police assaults on unarmed or minimally armed 
6DPRDQDGXOWVLQ&DOLIRUQLDDQG+DZDL©LLQGLFDWHWKDWWKHVWDNHVRISXE-
lic perception are acute. The widely publicized police brutality case won 
E\WKH&HUULWRV&DOLIRUQLD¥EDVHGIDPLO\RI6DPRDQIRUPHUSURIHVVLRQDO
wrestler Emily Dole, as well as the fatal police shootings of Pouvi and Itali 
7XDODXOHOHL LQ&RPSWRQ&DOLIRUQLD LQ1991; Rodney Laulusa in Hono-
lulu, Hawai‘i, in 1998DQGPRVWUHFHQWO\5RNHWL6X©HLQ/RQJ%HDFK&DOL-
fornia, in 2008—and officers’ subsequent statements in these cases indi-
cating that size was a factor in their assessments of risk and threat—all 
suggest that popular representations of big, violent Samoans may have 
tragic consequences. 
Just as worrying are the ways popular mythologies contribute to shap-
ing Samoan perceptions of themselves in the United States. Many Samoan 
men—and women—evidence deep ambivalence about popular myths 
about Samoans, decrying harmful stereotypes in one breath and reinscrib-
ing them in the next. In a newspaper article that appeared after the Tua-
ODXOHOHLLQFLGHQWWKHRQHWLPHKHDGRIWKH/RV$QJHOHVDUHD6DPRDQ&RXQFLO
RI&KLHIV3HOH)DOHWRJRZDVTXRWHGDVVD\LQJ§(YHU\ERG\WKLQNVZHDUH
big-body people and can beat everybody up. But under the Samoan, under 
his 6-foot 5-inch, 280-pound body, is the heart of a lamb. He would give 
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away his last dime to whoever needs it. . . . But don’t (anger) him either” 
(Archibold 1993, 3, italics added). Similarly, in a Honolulu Weekly article 
IROORZLQJWKHVKRRWLQJRI5RGQH\/DXOXVD&KH]0D©HDDORQJWLPHUHVL-
GHQWRI+DZDL©LRULJLQDOO\IURP$PHULFDQ6ëPRDEHJDQFULWLFDOO\§3ROLFH
brutality is a big problem in Hawai‘i—there’s a fear and stereotypes 
of Samoans.” But at least as journalist Ed Rampell quoted him, Ma‘ea 
quickly paired this narrative depiction of Samoans as victims with direct 
reference to Samoans as potential sources of threat: “With incidents hap-
pening over and over, people get fed up [fiu] and will stand up . . . That’s 
how terrorism and underground movements are born . . . There are lots of 
violent Samoan gangs in L.A. that could retaliate in Hawai‘i” (Rampell 
1998, 7; ellipses in original).
Of course, we can, and should, question whether the authors of news 
articles unwittingly reproduce popular narratives of Samoan aggression 
by asking leading questions, selectively editing transcripts, or both. We 
might wonder, for instance, what exact words Faletogo used, since the 
journalist placed parentheses around “anger.” It’s also worth noting that 
Rampell preceded his quotation of Ma‘ea with references to him as a “tall, 
muscular, tattooed man” (1998, 7), thereby reinforcing familiar narra-
tive elements of size, exoticness, and associated threat. However, my own 
experiences speaking with hundreds of young, US-based Samoan men and 
women in the course of formal research and in informal contexts indi-
cate that Faletogo’s and Ma‘ea’s flip-flopping invocations of Samoans as 
both victims and potential aggressors reflect a deep-seated ambivalence 
that is exceedingly common. Such narratives are charged with complex 
contradictions—people are shamed and angered by the negativity associ-
ated with the violent stereotype but proud of the respect and bragging 
ULJKWVWKHFRQVHTXHQWLDOLW\LWHQJHQGHUV&RQVLGHUWKHVHUHIOHFWLRQVIURPD
twenty-seven-year-old Samoan male raised in a Honolulu housing project: 
“Where I was raised . . . Samoans were already stereotyped as trouble-
makers. But that’s what the kids in the neighborhood wanted to live up 
to. They wanted to be that troublemaker and they wanted that respect . . .
regardless if you like ‘em or not, they gonna earn your respect through 
fear and intimidation . . . they don’t stop to think ‘Oh, maybe I can be 
smarter than the next man’ . . . Why? That’s a longer process. Everybody’s 
looking for the shortcut” (quoted in Henderson 1999, 88). Affective cur-
rencies of status, deference, and respect are compelling for men whose 
options for gaining access to the abstract power of boardrooms and leg-
islative floors are curtailed by class and a lack of educational opportuni-
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ties. This is particularly the case for young men growing up as part of 
what some have called “the hip hop generation,” as anti-sexism activist 
Jack son Katz explained in a documentary on hip hop and masculinity 
in the United States (Hurt 2006): “If you’re a young man growing up in 
this culture, and the culture is telling you that being a man means being 
powerful, being dominant, being in control, having the respect of your 
peers, but you don’t have a lot of real power, well one thing you do have 
is access to your body and your ability to present yourself, physically, as 
somebody who is worthy of respect. . . . Men who have more power, men 
who have financial power and workplace authority and forms of abstract 
power like that don’t have to be as physically powerful because they can 
exert their power in other ways.” In a terrain where options and opportu-
nities are constrained, Samoan men—knowingly or unknowingly—parlay 
myths about the Samoan giant into a form of social capital, reaping what 
some researchers have called “the ideological benefits of being considered 
‘tough,’ particularly in the context of at-risk locales that valorize macho-
QHVV¨&KHVQH\/LQG.RRDQG0D\HGD1998, 23).
In a related vein, economic necessity must surely rank as an important 
contributing factor to “giant ambivalence.” There may appear to be tan-
gible economic benefits, in the form of legitimate security work or through 
informal or extralegal avenues, for those considered physically intimidat-
ing. Many Samoan men are well aware, even critical, of societal scripts, 
but nevertheless play them out of a sense of economic necessity. For 
example, when asked in an interview whether the wrestling successes of 
his caricature-performing family were “worth exoticizing one’s people,” 
Samu “Headshrinker” Anoa‘i voiced a resigned economic pragmatism: 
“Everybody has their own gimmick; people aren’t gonna pay money to see 
somebody they can go to 7-11 and look at” (quoted in Posas 2008, 115). 
:DOWHU§+LJK&KLHIxl” Saole—a hip hop artist and widely recognized 
figure in Honolulu’s hospitality and entertainment industry before his 
untimely passing in 2010—once speculated to me on the ubiquitous pres-
ence of Samoan security personnel in Honolulu nightclubs: “The thing 
is with Samoans nowadays, it’s like the way blacks were back then. Like 
the whites used to see blacks as good security—‘Oh, these guys are big, 
let them handle it,’ y’know? And now the blacks are seeing Samoans like 
that—‘Oh these guys are big, yeah uso [brother], come!’ We’re bigger than 
them, physical-wise, and a lot of Samoans will handle the business when 
it comes to it” (quoted in Henderson 1999, 89). The surface simplicity of 
such a statement belies its narratological complexity, as it weaves between 
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the realm of perception (how whites see blacks; how blacks see Samoans) 
and the realm of the real where claims are made on how things actually are 
(we’re bigger; a lot of Samoans will handle the business). Saole explained 
his sense that Samoans have become Other to blacks even as blacks have 
been Other to whites, but he subsequently reinforced the presumptions of 
Samoan particularity that underpin that Othering. If such slippage hints at 
ambivalence, our many other conversations in the decade since I recorded 
this statement confirm it: Saole continued to work for years in the type 
of security positions that “big Samoan guys” are widely expected to fill 
in Honolulu, but he privately chafed at the idea that bar patrons might 
understand him only in such a diminished, monotypic way. As someone 
privileged to know him as a gifted lyricist, a loyal friend, a mature stu-
dent steadily slogging toward his degree, a hopeless romantic unabashedly 
wearing his heart on his sleeve, a beloved son, brother, and uncle helping 
to raise siblings and their children, a cheeky wisecracker, and a “true hip 
hop head” who once proclaimed “If you cut me up into part, one part 
would have to be for hip hop”—I chafed at that thought, too.
Young Samoans growing up in the United States often resent the impli-
cations of reductive mythologies while simultaneously finding pleasure 
and a sense of efficacy in being known as a people “not to be messed 
with.” In the desire for a sense of consequentiality, being physically large 
seems to compensate for being numerically small; being physically strong 
seems to compensate for being economically and politically weak; and the 
substantiality of the Samoan body, when it makes its rare appearance in 
popular discourse, seems to compensate for the insubstantiality of Samo-
ans or other Pacific Islanders in broader discourses of race in the United 
6WDWHV7KXV6DPRDQVEHFRPHWRERUURZDJDLQIURP&O\GH7D\ORU§SUR-
lific generators of self-descriptive legends” (1994, 169).
This article, in fact, grew initially from my attempts to wrestle with 
the ways the Samoan American rap group Boo-Yaa t.r.i.b.e. have built 
their substantial and enduring reputation in the Los Angeles hip hop scene 
in part by performing the myth of the hyperaggressive, violent Samoan 
giant. In real life, just as with the character Skinny Pete played by t.r.i.b.e. 
member Gawtti in The Italian Job, the group’s physical size and ability 
to provoke fear have rendered them consequential in the music industry, 
even while their intimidating image has defined the limits of their conse-
quence; despite their innovative contributions to hip hop music, popular 
writing about the group almost invariably focuses on the way they look, 
DQGWKHWHUURUWKH\LQVSLUHUDWKHUWKDQWKHPXVLFWKH\PDNH&URVV1993; 
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Toop 1999). Hip hop culture generates particularly charged spheres where 
mythologies of race and gender are constantly negotiated, contested, per-
formed, and redeployed; while my work on the Boo-Yaa t.r.i.b.e. and 
other Samoan artists involved in hip hop continues, this article represents 
a preliminary mapping and analysis of the discursive terrain that such art-
ists encounter in US popular culture. It is an attempt to not just name the 
giant in the room, but to show him to be the discursively produced myth-
ological creature he is. The extent to which such mythologies resemble 
actual Samoan men is only the extent to which we all—including Samoan 
men—believe these myths to be true and structure our expectations and 
behavior accordingly.
A conclusion of sorts: initially unbeknownst to me, there was a Samoan 
student in the room when I delivered one of my guest lectures at the Bay 
Area juvenile justice facility in 2002. Two-thirds of the way through one of 
the classes, a slim, brown-skinned young man outed himself as the product 
of African American and Samoan parents. This was news to both his class-
mates and his teacher, who all had understood him as “just” black. He 
explained that he had always wanted to know more about his “Samoan 
side” but had found it difficult to ask questions of a Samoan grandmother 
ZKRVHHPHGWRRGLVWUDFWHGE\WKHSUHVVXUHVRIGDLO\VXUYLYDO LQ&DOLIRU-
nia to entertain the queries of an inquisitive youngster. In the absence of 
substantive information from his family, all he had to work with were 
the discourses circulating in US popular culture and in his local commu-
nity—discourses that figured Samoans in ways he was unable, physically, 
to embody. So he had remained quiet about his Samoan ancestry up until 
that moment when—attentively sitting front and center, in sharp contrast 
to what his teacher later relayed was his usual back-row posture of exag-
gerated disinterest—he fired question after question at me about Samoan 
history and politics, which I tried to answer to the best of my ability by 




In relaying this concluding anecdote, let me be clear that I don’t imagine 
that my one-off guest lecture changed this young man’s life—I harbor no 
self-flattering liberal fantasies of myself as savior-teacher, playing Edward 
James Olmos to his Lou Diamond Phillips. The pedagogical moment 
wasn’t about me at all; it was about the presentation of information that 
does not circulate in US popular discourse but is available to those fortu-
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nate enough to study the Pacific in higher education. I am inspired by the 
memory of that young man, his decision that day to seat himself uncharac-
teristically in the front row, his fearless posing of question after question, 
and what I imagine to be his example of clearly, eagerly, working out for 
himself the broader possibilities of what being Samoan might mean. 
* * *
This paper is dedicatedWRWKHPHPRU\RI+LJK&KLHIXL:DOWHU-DFRE6DROH
¥ DPDQRI LPPHQVH WDOHQW LQWHOOLJHQFH DQGJUDFHZKRFRQWLQXHV
WR LQVSLUHP\ OLIHDQGZRUN7KLVSDSHU LV LQWHQGHG IRUHYHU\SHUVRQZKRHYHU
WKRXJKWRI:DOWRQO\DV§7KH%RXQFHU¨








1 American Heritage Dictionary, 4th edition (2000); Oxford English Diction-
ary Online, 3rd edition (2010).
2 See, for example, Dai and others 2007, Galanis and others 1999, and 
McGarvey and others 2002. For a critique of the controversial hypotheses that a 
“thrifty gene” predisposes Samoans and other indigenous populations to accumu-
late and store fat, see Poudrier 2007.
3 For an extended example, see the documentary Polynesian Power (Spear 
and Pennington 2005).
4 In a sense, Wolfe’s read of the “canes” as emblematic of some threaten-
ingly Other Polynesian social order is not totally incorrect—insofar as to‘oto‘o 
symbolically represent the authority of the fa‘amatai system of chiefly gover-
QDQFHLQ6ëPRD$WR©RWR©RDSSHDUVDORQJZLWKDQRUDWRUªVIO\ZKLVNIXHDQGD
NDYDERZOWëQRDRQWKHVHDORIWKHQDWLRQRI6ëPRDIRUH[DPSOH7RYDU\LQJ
degrees, these three items represent Samoan culture in diaspora; the same trio of 
IXHWR©RWR©RDQGWëQRDFDQEHIRXQGRQ§LGHQWLW\PHUFKDQGLVH¨/LQQHNLQ2004) 
wherever Samoans have settled. In an urban US context, however, none of the 
chiefly authority that the to‘oto‘o represents can be brought to bear on city, state, 
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or federal bureaucracies. Wolfe’s bureaucrat’s fear of these trappings of native 
authority persists despite the fact that the Samoans hold little actual power other 
than their ability to cause him fear.
5 In Thompson’s drug-fueled psychedelic road trip classic Fear and Loath-
ing in Las Vegas (1972)—which fellow New Journalism compatriot Tom Wolfe 
described as a “scorching, epochal sensation” on the original hardcover book 
jacket—the author rendered the Dr Gonzo character as Samoan, purportedly to 
PDVNWKHLGHQWLW\RIWKHUHDOOLIH&KLFDQRODZ\HUIULHQGRQZKRPWKHFKDUDFWHU
was based. References to Dr Gonzo as Samoan were retained in the 1998 screen 
adaptation, in which he was portrayed by Puerto Rican actor Benicio Del Toro. 
6 For an intriguing contrast, in 2010, filming commenced on The Orator (O 
le Tulafale), the first feature-length film to be written and directed by a Samoan. 
)XQGHGE\ WKH1HZ=HDODQG)LOP&RPPLVVLRQ nzfc), the film is directed by 
6ëPRDERUQ1HZ=HDODQGEDVHG7DXWL7XVL7DPDVHVHDQGILOPHGRQORFDWLRQLQ
6ëPRDLQWKH6DPRDQODQJXDJH7KHnzfc press release describes the plot of the 
film in the following way: “The Orator is the story of Saili, a small man with a 
big heart, who must find the strength to speak up for those that he loves” (nzfc 
2010; italics added).
7 In addition to leaving off the periods that the group typically utilize in 
their spelling of t.r.i.b.e., this comment misleadingly identifies “boo-yah” as a 
“Samoan term.” The term comes not from the Samoan language but rather from 
urban US street slang.
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Abstract
In this article I draw examples from the broader terrain of academic and popular 
literature, news media, television, and film to explore questions regarding rep-
resentations of Samoans, and especially Samoan men, in the United States. The 
mediated accessibility of Samoans, via televised sports and entertainment, com-
bines with their relative geographic and demographic inaccessibility to produce 
popular images of a population that the vast majority of Americans know very 
little about. Such representations are gendered in particular ways, such that the 
archetypal Samoan body in US popular discourse is now masculine, rather than 
feminine. I discuss how popular representations of Samoan men may be similar 
to representations of black men—the latter so central to discourses of race in 
the United States—as well as how are they different, particularly in light of the 
discursively slippery histories of representing Pacific peoples as both noble and 
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ignoble “savages.” The main narrative component of discourses about Samoan 
men, body size, is critically engaged; additionally, the article argues that the added 
element of (indigenous) culture—thought to be outside or anterior to Western 
modernity—grant to Samoans an exoticness not normally granted to black Amer-
icans. This essay attempts to expose, engage, and examine these active processes 
RI UHSUHVHQWDWLRQDQGP\WK FUHDWLRQ¦ZKDWYLVXDO WKHRULVW&O\GH7D\ORUPLJKW
term mythogenesis—to better understand the discursive terrain that Samoans 
negotiate, often ambivalently, in the United States.
keywords: Samoan, Pacific Islander, representation, masculinity, sports, stereo-
type, popular culture
